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‘I also want to be vaccinated!’ – adolescent boys’ awareness and thoughts, perceived benefits, information sources, and intention to be vaccinated against Human papillomavirus (HPV)

Maria Grandahl, Tryggve Nevéus, Tina Dalianis, Margareta Larsson, Tanja Tydén, and Christina Stenhammar

Abstract
This study investigates boys’ awareness and thoughts about human papillomavirus (HPV) and HPV vaccination, perceived benefits of vaccinating men, information sources and intention to be vaccinated against HPV. We used a qualitative approach and interviews were conducted with 31 upper secondary school male students. Two main themes 1) Promotion of equal health and 2) Increased knowledge facilitates the decision about HPV vaccination emerged from the analysis. The informants believed that it was important and fair to protect boys and girls equally against HPV. If HPV vaccination could prevent both girls and boys against an HPV-related disease, there was nothing to question or to discuss. It was not a matter of sex; it was a matter of equal rights. Moreover, an important reason for vaccinating boys was to prevent the transmission of the virus. However, the boys felt unsure and stated that they needed to know more. The school nurse and the school health were considered suitable both for distributing information and for providing the vaccinations.

In conclusion, the participants were in favor of introducing HPV vaccination also for boys in the national vaccination program. Sex-neutral HPV vaccinations were viewed both as a way to stop the virus transmission and a means to promote equal health for the entire population.

Introduction
Human papillomavirus (HPV) is one of the most prevalent sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and an underlying cause of a considerable part of the global cancer burden.1 The high-risk HPV types (mainly HPV 16 and 18) can cause lesions that may progress to cancer in both women and men. Cervical cancer is the most common HPV associated cancer among women, whereas boys are often carriers of the virus and are more frequently affected by HPV associated tonsillar and base of tongue squamous cell carcinoma, two diseases that have increased immensely in incidence during recent decades. In addition, in males HPV is related to penile and anal cancer, and both sexes are affected by genital warts.2–6

Many countries worldwide have implemented national HPV vaccination programs. There is a wide variation of vaccine uptake although school-based vaccination programs usually are more efficient.7 In Sweden, girls are mainly offered the quadrivalent vaccine protecting against the most common HPV types (6, 11, 16 and 18). The vaccine has been offered free of charge in the national school-based vaccination program since 2012. Girls 10–12 years of age are the primary target group and girls up to 18 years of age can be offered the vaccine as a catch-up vaccination. School nurses are responsible for all aspects of the HPV vaccinations, including information to parents and pupils, obtaining informed consent from the former, as well as the actual administration of the vaccine. The written information distributed by the nurses is standardized by the government. There is an ongoing discussion about also including boys in the national vaccination program, a strategy to which both the Public Health Agency of Sweden and the school nurses are in favor.8–10

Globally, most national HPV vaccination programs only include girls. However, sex-neutral (gender neutral) vaccinations are considered important and cost-effective cancer-preventive efforts11–13 and are thus recommended by several countries such as Australia, Austria, Barbados, Israel, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, USA and Canada.12 The inclusion of boys in national vaccination programs is in line with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and the national public health goal of equal health for the entire population.14,15

Several factors are important for acceptance of and attitudes towards HPV vaccination. Among such factors are parental (individual) beliefs, trust in vaccine safety, general vaccine attitudes (i.e. previous acceptance of childhood vaccinations), cultural norms and values related to sexual activity, as well as socio-demographic factors. Healthcare providers (HCPs), i.e. medical doctors and nurses, play a crucial role in successful HPV vaccination programs, especially as regards the provision of information and addressing vaccine hesitancy.16–22
Previous European and American studies indicate low HPV knowledge among adolescents.\textsuperscript{23–26} According to a systematic review there are also gender differences, boys being less knowledgeable than girls.\textsuperscript{27} A qualitative UK study gave similar results.\textsuperscript{28}

Recently, we conducted a cluster randomized controlled study with the overall aim to improve primary prevention of HPV infection by promoting vaccination and increased condom use among upper secondary school students.\textsuperscript{29} The intervention had favorable effects on the adolescents’ beliefs and at follow-up after three months more girls in the intervention group were vaccinated than among the controls. There were also gender differences: boys had lower scores regarding perceived risk (susceptibility) and perceived severity of HPV-related diseases.\textsuperscript{29}

In order to implement a successful national vaccination program, it is essential to explore beliefs among the general population, adolescent boys included. Few studies have been conducted on the beliefs and attitudes of this group, and more specifically about extending the national vaccination program to include boys. So far, almost all studies on males have addressed male college/university students or men who have sex with men.\textsuperscript{30–33} Since there is little previous knowledge, our aim was to explore awareness and thoughts about HPV and HPV vaccination, information sources, perceived benefits of vaccinating men, and intention to be vaccinated in a group of male upper secondary school students.

\section*{Methods}

\subsection*{Design}

The present study is a qualitative study using semi-structured interviews analyzed by content analysis according to Burnard, and part of the project ‘Prevention of HPV in a school-based setting’\textsuperscript{29} (trial registration/ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02280967). We used the Health Belief Model (HBM) to discuss our findings, described below. In the present manuscript, the term awareness is used as the ability to directly know and perceive, to feel, or to be cognizant of HPV and HPV vaccination. The study follows Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research \textsuperscript{34} and is reported according to COREQ Checklist (Supplemental File).\textsuperscript{35}

\subsection*{Setting, procedure and sample}

Sweden is a country of 10 million inhabitants, about 24\% of who are first or second generation immigrants. Almost all (95.2\% autumn 2017) 16–19-year-olds attend upper secondary school, which comprises theoretical and vocational programs.

The participating boys were selected from a larger sample, described in Grandahl et al.\textsuperscript{19,29} The three schools chosen represented different geographical areas in central Sweden and included students of different socio-demographic status. The schools offered vocationally, as well as theoretically oriented education. Eligible were boys in the third year of upper secondary school, and were students at the schools that participated in the educational intervention ‘Prevention of HPV in a school-based setting’.\textsuperscript{19,29} The school nurses approached the boys and asked if they were willing to participate. In total 34 boys agreed to participate, and 31 boys were finally included in the study. Two boys did not participate due to absence from school, and one boy did not show up for the interview. The sample size is based on previous research about low knowledge and awareness about HPV and HPV vaccination, especially among adolescents’ boys in Sweden.\textsuperscript{19,23,29,36,37} Moreover, we knew that it could be challenging to interview young boys and that the boys might not be so talkative, and that the interviews might be superficial.\textsuperscript{38,39} Thus, we estimated that we needed to complete about 20–25 interviews before saturation (no new information is revealed during additional interviews). After about 25 interviews, nothing new came up during the interviews, but to be sure that we did not miss any thoughts in the subject we completed another six interviews. No new information was revealed and consequently we had reached saturation power\textsuperscript{40} and fulfilled our aim to explore boys’ beliefs and thoughts on the subject.\textsuperscript{40}

Each interview started with verbal information about the aim of the study and the boys were asked to complete a brief background questionnaire focusing on demographics, sexual debut, and HPV vaccination status. Only the researcher (MG or CS) and the informant were present during the interview, which took place in a separate room at the school. The interviews were audio-recorded and lasted in general between 30 and 45 minutes. The boys received a cinema ticket in return for their participation. Interviews were conducted between February 2017 and April 2017, and each interview was transcribed verbatim soon thereafter. No repeated interviews were carried out. The interviewers were PhDs and registered specialist nurses with ample previous experience of the method, the age group of the informants, as well as the topics at hand.\textsuperscript{34,35}

\subsection*{Interview guide}

We used a semi-structured interview guide described in Table 1. The interview guide is based on the literature,\textsuperscript{20–22,25–27,31,33,36,37,41} i.e. previous studies in the subject as well as our clinical experience. For validity, we discussed the interview guide in the research group (specialists in HPV virology, pediatrics, adolescents’ sexual health and public health) and with the Public Health Agency of Sweden. Some minor changes were made to the interview guide after these discussions. To make sure the adolescents understood the questions we tested the interview guide on four adolescents’ prior to the study. No changes were made to the interview guide. In summary, the questions focused on the informant’s beliefs concerning HPV and HPV vaccination as well as STIs and vaccinations in general.

\subsection*{Analysis}

Since little is known about boys’ beliefs and views of HPV, HPV vaccination and the proposed inclusion of boys in the Swedish national vaccination program, we used an inductive approach and no predetermined theory was considered in the analysis. However, we used HBM theory to understand and discuss the findings.

The interviews were analyzed using thematic content analysis according to Burnard.\textsuperscript{42} We read the transcripts several times in order to get an overall picture of what was said. Notes, which function as the initial codes, were made in the margin of the transcripts. The codes were then extracted from
the transcripts, and a reduction of the number of codes was made by removing duplicates. Categorization was then done by grouping together overlapping or related codes. The transcripts were then read again, and units of information were sorted into suitable categories. Two researchers (MG and CS) individually read the transcripts and identified categories. The process was rigorous and systematic, and the researchers returned to the transcripts to make sure that all data were thoroughly analyzed. All researchers (authors) took part in discussing the categories and themes until a consensus was reached. We did not use any specific software in the analysis. However, we used Excel© to manage the data. An example of the analytical process is presented in Table 2.

The criteria for assessing the quality and trustworthiness of the conducted studies, as described by Guba and Lincoln,43 including credibility, dependability, confirmability, and transferability were considered. The results were presented as close to the wordings of the original interviews as possible, and quotations were included to enhance trustworthiness of the analyzed data. The informants did not provide feedback on the results, but respondent validation was performed at the end of each interview when the researcher summarized what the boys had said to ensure that the information had been understood correctly.43,44

The Health Belief Model (HBM)

HBM is useful in understanding factors that influence health behavior and is widely used in studies on beliefs about HPV vaccination.45,46 HBM includes the following central constructs: perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived benefit and perceived barriers. Furthermore, socio-demographic factors such as age, sex, ethnicity and parental education, as well as knowledge, are recognized as factors that indirectly can influence the individual’s behavior. Important concepts in the theory are cues to action, which can motivate individuals to alter their behavior, and self-efficacy – the ability of the individual to perform certain behavior.47

Ethical considerations

We conducted the study according to the Declaration of Helsinki.48 All participants received oral and written information before giving their written consent. The participants were informed that participation was voluntary, that they could withdraw at any time, for any or no given reason, without incurring any negative consequences for themselves. They were also informed that only the researchers would have access to the data and that all data would be presented on a group level. No previous relationship between the researcher and the informant existed. Contact details to the researchers were provided in case of further questions. We asked permission to conduct the study from both the head of the school health in each municipality and from the heads of the individual schools.49 Approval was acquired from The Regional Ethical Review Board of Uppsala University (D. nr.2013/324).
Results
A total of 31 male upper secondary school students (median age = 18 years) participated in this study. The boys followed both vocational (n = 17) and theoretical (n = 14) programs. Most boys (n = 25/31) were born in Sweden by parents born in Sweden. Six of the boys had an immigrant background. Seven out of 31 had not had their sexual debut, while 24/31 had experienced sexual intercourse. We approached non-HPV vaccinated males, and none of the participating boys was vaccinated against HPV.

The analysis resulted in two main themes describing the boys’ beliefs about HPV vaccination: 1) Promotion of equal health and 2) Increased knowledge facilitates the decision about HPV vaccination. Each theme consisted of two or three categories, which are presented below and illustrated by quotes. See Figure 1 for an overview of themes and categories.

Promotion of equal health
Fair is fair – protect both girls and boys against HPV
The boys believed that it was important and just to give boys and girls equal protection against HPV. It was considered unfair to only vaccinate girls if boys also could be affected. If the vaccine could protect both girls and boys against an HPV-related disease, there was nothing to question or to discuss: it was not a matter of sex but of equality and equal health.

They believed girls were prioritized due to their risk of cervical cancer and for that reason it was considered accurate to start the vaccination among girls since they were more affected. However, if the vaccine had the same effects among girls and boys, it was beneficial if boys also were included in the national vaccination program.

“If boys can be affected by HPV, then I do not understand why they are not yet offered [the vaccine]. Yes, if the vaccine has a better effect in girls, I may understand that boys are not given priority, but if the vaccine is effective in both ... or if both may get ill, then it is clear that both should have access to the vaccine. Anyway, that’s what I think.” #10

For the benefits of others’ health
Prevent the transmission of HPV
To include boys in the national vaccination program was considered beneficial. The most important reason for vaccinating boys was to prevent and stop virus transmission. Vaccinating boys will help prevent a growing number of HPV-related diseases in the population at large. It was important to vaccinate boys in order to help others and protect those from being affected by diseases.

“The main reasons for vaccinating boys? Yes, but it would definitely be to stop the virus from spreading. That’s because everybody is helped if it would go away. Cancer is terrible if it should happen to anyone, regardless of it being a man or a woman. And if you eradicate all forms of it, the faster the better, I’m for it. So that’s why I would like to consider taking the vaccine, if it works.” #11

Responsibility to protect your partner
The boys had different opinions regarding STI prevention. It was considered important to prevent STIs for the sake of the health of both partners. They believed that boys and girls were equally responsible for STI prevention. You had a personal responsibility. It was considered natural to talk about prevention when having sex. However, it was stated that it was easier for girls to talk about these matters. When you were in a relationship you should agree on who is going to use contraception.

“It’s really for both, it fully depends on the girl really, if she is on the pill and then maybe she thinks that you don’t need a condom and then you don’t have to. But then if she’s not, then obviously, you can’t force her to take the pill if she doesn’t want to, then you just have to put it on. So it’s up to both.” #16

If you became infected you had the responsibility to inform your partner. You should be honest and let your partner know. The boys expressed that you always knew and you could feel if you had an STI. Furthermore, the responsibility to protect the partner was thought to be greater for boys than girls. However, sometimes you do not have time to think. If the girl is not on contraceptives, you should use a condom in order to avoid pregnancy. Still,
opinions and experiences differed regarding condom use among the informants, as well as whether they believed their friends used it or not. During the interviews, it was revealed that the boys hardly ever used condoms unless they perceived a risk of getting an STI. In addition, if the vaccine prevented HPV infection, HPV vaccination could be helpful in decreasing risks and then it would be less important to use a condom. The condom was considered less enjoyable and was not used if the person you had sex with was known beforehand.

**Increased knowledge facilitates the decision about HPV vaccination**

**To vaccinate or not**

The boys were mainly in favor of vaccinations overall and presumed that they were vaccinated according to the general childhood vaccination program. Still, they were unaware of which diseases they were vaccinated against. Moreover, boys who had migrated from other countries had received some additional vaccinations upon arrival in Sweden, but again they were not sure against which diseases.

The informants were in favor of vaccinating against HPV, mainly to prevent cancer. They believed boys also should be covered. Vaccinations were considered beneficial and most boys would accept the vaccine if it was offered. The time aspect was also mentioned; it was important to be vaccinated before it was too late. During the interviews it was stated that they did not see any negative aspects of the vaccination, except that the vaccine might contribute to increased sexual risk-taking. If they were vaccinated they would feel safe and protected. The boys emphasized that they did not want to get an HPV-related disease. Moreover, it was considered better to vaccinate to prevent against an STI instead of treating the actual disease.

"...in that case I only see the benefits. As long as the effect is proven and there are no harmful side effects, then I have nothing against it. It’s just fine then, so I am in favor." #19

However, some boys were unsure about the vaccine and some were not in favor of vaccinations overall. Moreover, emotional aspects regarding previous vaccinations were mentioned, and fear of needles were stated as a barrier for future vaccinations. An individualized approach from healthcare staff was specified as a factor bridging this barrier.

"...I have needle phobia so I wouldn’t take it. But if I didn’t have that then I would have taken it" #10

"Well, since I don’t know so much I think I would decline. If I had more knowledge then I would have some more freedom of choice." #17

The safety of the vaccine was a main factor and it was considered important to receive information and gain knowledge about potential side-effects. They wanted to read about the vaccine and increase their research-based knowledge about benefits and barriers before making the decision. It was considered better to vaccinate later, when there would be more knowledge about the vaccine. However, if there were no potential side effects they were in favor of vaccinating.

**The decision is mainly mine**

Various opinions regarding the decision-making process were revealed during the interviews. The boys stated that the decision was their own to make. They had confidence in themselves and they would not be affected by the opinion of others, neither parents nor friends. Parents did not have a mandate to decide about their lives any longer and consequently they would neither discuss the vaccine with them nor ask for their advice on the subject. Neither would they discuss the vaccine with friends nor would friends’ opinions influence their own decision.

“Well, what I feel is... myself I’m quite open with my parents, but this is perhaps not something you discuss with them. It’s sort of my own decision”..."But if you’re somewhat younger then I think you actually need support from your parents as well, and hear what they think" #6

On the other hand, the opinions of family and friends were important for some boys and would influence their decision. It was considered beneficial if parents were involved in the decision and read the information about the vaccine. These boys were in favor of discussing the vaccine with both parents. However, the preferment of one parent was also given, depending on the informant’s family relations. In addition, parents’ beliefs regarding vaccinations in general had an impact. Parents were supposed to be in favor of vaccinating although a few boys revealed that their parents were not. The boys also believed that most friends would accept the vaccine, if offered. One boy preferred to wait and see what others would do and make his decision thereafter.

"If mum says ‘you should take the vaccine’ then I will do it. Because all of the family does it, yes, if they do then I will as well." #13

**Need to know more**

I thought HPV primarily affected girls

The boys had low awareness of the virus and the vaccine and expressed that they needed more information. They stated that they hardly knew anything about HPV and were unsure if HPV was an STI, since the virus was not mentioned during sexual health education in school.

“No, actually, I don’t know what it [HPV] is." #5

“I would like to above all get information about what it protects against, what ... I mean which risks you run and which diseases that this can cause, more about how common it is, ...and preferably also comparisons with potential side effects from the vaccine... so that I sort of can understand the benefits and drawbacks of taking the vaccine.” #18

The boys who had received the extra HPV-information (in connection with the educational intervention) during the general health interview with the school nurse stated that this was the only time that they had heard about the virus and the vaccine. They had appreciated the information and considered it appropriate for this occasion. Moreover, the school nurse and school health services were considered adequate arenas for information about HPV and HPV vaccination. However, the boys who had received the extra information expressed that they hardly remembered anything. Still, even
though the boys had low awareness of the virus and the HPV vaccine, they were aware of a vaccine against cervical cancer.

There were different views regarding HPV being a female disease or not. The boys thought HPV vaccination was associated with cervical cancer. They had briefly heard about the vaccine in connection with the girls being offered the vaccine in primary school at age 11–12. It was obvious that the boys thought that the virus only or mostly affected girls, whereas other boys believed that HPV was common and could affect everyone. It was also mentioned that there were many different HPV types. However, they believed the virus was more severe when it affected girls.

"Well, to think about… what I’ve heard, what’s its name cervical cancer. Then you think that this is for girls. But yes, if it turns up that guys can also be affected, it makes you wonder." #8

**Want HPV information from the school health**

The boys felt unsure and stated that they needed to know more about HPV and HPV vaccination. They preferred to receive the information from someone trustworthy and who had good knowledge on the subject. As mentioned above, the school nurse and school health services were considered suitable information sources. School-based vaccinations were also considered convenient, and it would feel safe to be vaccinated in school by the school nurse. Teachers, primary care centers and midwives working at youth clinics were also mentioned as trustworthy sources of information. It was considered more uncertain to search information online and “to google”. In addition, national e-health webpages such as youth clinic online (UMO.se) and the national care guide (Vårguiden 1177.se), were regarded as suitable for information about these topics. The informants had different views as to whether information about HPV should be given individually, in group, and/or both and whether it should be given face-to-face and/or in writing. However, it was considered important to receive the information early, starting at primary school, and then repeatedly in different ages.

"That’s fine, here at school or… I know that we have been given lots of information about other sexually transmitted infections, but this has sort of… because this, by you, was the first time I got to know about this so it’s hardly anything that’s… then also, I don’t think you easily stumble upon it on the internet in that way. It’s more like something you need to tell the full population about so that they know it. So at school I think surely, it’s a very good place for that." #18

**Discussion**

The central finding of the study is that the participating boys were in favor of vaccinating against HPV. They perceived benefits for themselves and would accept the vaccine if it was offered free of charge in the national vaccination program. This is largely in line with previous findings among adolescents and young men.50,51 Still, there were also barriers and some boys had the opposite opinion and were unsure about the vaccine, and one boy stated that he would decline. Vaccine safety concerns and fear of side effects are well-known main barriers for HPV vaccination.21,37 Moreover, fear of needles, was revealed during the interviews. Even if the informants were in favor of vaccinating it should be noticed that there is a difference between beliefs, i.e. intention to vaccinate and actual health behavior, which is in accordance with the tenets of the HBM.47

Notably, boys perceived benefits and would accept the vaccine mainly for altruistic reasons, i.e. for the good of others, to promote public health, and to prevent cancer. It was also a matter of equal rights, especially since boys could also be affected by an HPV associated disease. The ongoing discussion in media (and among politicians) about the goal of equal health for the population might have acted as a cues-to-action and influenced these responses.

The boys had high self-efficacy and were generally convinced the decision on vaccinations would be entirely their own. It was considered convenient and safe to be vaccinated in school, by the school nurse. This echoes the views of both parents and school nurses which we have previously explored.8,9,36 In Sweden, school nurses are the providers and responsible for all aspects of the vaccinations and are available in the schools on a regular basis. Consequently, the school nurse is often a well-known and trusted person among the students. Moreover, school nurses are advocates of children’s health and often a primary source of information about HPV.36,37,52–55 Studies also show that health professionals in general play an important role regarding vaccinations and can act as positive triggers, cues to action, for the decision to vaccinate.36,57

The boys had low susceptibility for contracting an HPV-related disease and were unaware of the link between sexual behavior and HPV-infections. They would vaccinate rather than use a condom. This might reflect the findings in a previous qualitative study among young males in Sweden. The boys did not have health concerns in relation to unprotected sex, perceived low risk for an STI, and preferred not to use condoms.58 Moreover, this low susceptibility was in line with previous studies, as well as our own findings in this age group, who often exhibit the vicious combination of high-risk sexual behavior and low HPV awareness.19,23,29 A previous study also shows that boys are less concerned about condom use than girls.58 Traditional norms for male behavior during various stages of the life course might contribute to the boys’ beliefs about sexual risk-taking and low susceptibility for an HPV-infection.59,60 According to gender norms, sexual and reproductive health is considered a female responsibility.59,60 Thus, boys do not feel a need to worry about STI protection and perceive low severity. Still, the participating boys believed that it would be fair and just to vaccinate both boys and girls. They were concerned about the health of others and wanted boys to take their responsibility regarding sexual and reproductive health and thus contribute to more equal health in the society at large. The majority of the participant boys were sexually active, and it is well known that optimal protection against HPV-related disease occurs when vaccination is administered prior to sexual debut. Consequently, it is important to highlight the importance of vaccination to young boys before sexual debut. Therefore, the findings from this study may lend a more unique perspective to the utility of a sex-neutral catch-up vaccination policy in upper secondary schools. In addition, sex-neutral catch-up vaccinations can
contribute to the global aim of eliminating HPV-related cancer, starting with the elimination of cervical cancer.

The boys had misconceptions regarding STIs, such as the belief that you can feel if you have an infection. This barrier is not surprising, given the low HPV awareness and knowledge shown in previous studies.\textsuperscript{23–28} However, it is encouraging that they emphasized that they wanted to know more. They preferred to receive information from someone with good knowledge about HPV, such as the school nurse. The boys who had received extra HPV information two years earlier\textsuperscript{29} believed it was accurate to inform about this in school and in connection with the general health interview with the school nurse. Still, during the interviews it was revealed that boys who had received this extra HPV-information had largely forgotten what they were told.

Interventions can increase awareness and knowledge and promote favorable beliefs about HPV and HPV vaccination among adolescents on a short-term basis.\textsuperscript{29,61,62} However, as stated by the boys themselves, the information needs to be repeated and started at an early age. Consequently, even though one single educational intervention, such as the one we earlier performed,\textsuperscript{29} has favorable short-term effects it is not sufficient in the long run. According to the Health Belief Model (HBM) knowledge is a modifying factor for the individual health beliefs and the actual health behavior.\textsuperscript{47} The low perceived risk and low knowledge about severity implies the need to start education about HPV early and reinforce it with repetition is necessary in a public health perspective. Even though sexual education is mandatory in school, this does not include information about HPV on a regular basis. Thus, information about HPV needs to be included. This is in accordance with the WHO recommendation about sexuality education in Europe\textsuperscript{63} and in the best interest of the individual child as stated in United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.\textsuperscript{14}

**Strengths and limitations**

The interviewers (the authors MG and CS) are specialists both regarding the scientific field (sexual and reproductive health, adolescents’ health) and regarding the qualitative method chosen. The criteria for assessing the quality and trustworthiness of the conducted studies as described by Guba and Lincoln\textsuperscript{45} were considered: credibility, dependability, conformability and transferability. Credibility (internal validity) was obtained by continuously analyzing the data, preliminary categories and the interpretations of others (stakeholders). Confirmability refers to objectivity or neutrality aiming to measure the degree of interpretation from the data and not from the researcher’s interpretations and biases. In order to avoid lone researcher bias two authors individually read the transcripts and identified the categories. The categories and themes were discussed among the authors to gain consensus. In order to gain dependability (reliability, the stability of the data over time and over conditions), the analytical process was rigorous and systematic; the researchers returned to the transcripts to make sure that all the data were thoroughly analyzed. Transferability (generalizability) refers to the extent to which the results can be transferred to other settings. The results have been presented as closely to the original interviews as possible with representative quotations included, as this strengthens transferability.\textsuperscript{43}

The included boys represented schools situated in different socioeconomic and geographic areas and attended both theoretical and vocational programs. This brought a wide perspective to bear on the subject. The boys had low awareness about HPV and HPV vaccination which can make the topic difficult to talk about. However, the knowledge is low overall among adolescents in Sweden so we believe the results are not affected by low awareness. Still, the results might have been slightly different with other informants. It should also be noted that few of the included boys had an immigrant background, and further research should include immigrant boys. The sample size, 31 boys, was sufficient to reach saturation and to provide a better understanding of the informants’ perspectives. As in all qualitative research, the aim is not to generalize; the results may however be transferable to other societies similar to Sweden.

**Conclusions and future directions**

The participants were in favor of receiving HPV vaccination as part of the national school-based vaccination program. Sex-neutral HPV vaccination was viewed both as a way to stop the virus transmission and a matter of equal health. Still, awareness about the virus was insufficient and there is an urgent need for more information directed to boys. This education should start early, preferably in primary school, and be given repeatedly as the child grows.
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